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			Biden threatens change in US policy if Israel fails to protect Gaza civilians 
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			The US president, a lifelong supporter of Israel, has resisted pressure to withhold aid or halt the shipment of weapons to the country.
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											The Hindustani name Jantar Mantar comes from the Sanskrit words ‘Yantra Mandir’. 
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											The cost of passport applications for adults and children are set to increase by 6 and 4 pounds respectively.
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										Kerala
										
											Pinarayi condemns Doordarshan's decision to screen 'The Kerala Story' today
										

										
											The Kerala chief minister has told the national broadcaster to not be 'propaganda machine of BJP-RSS'.
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										Sports
										
											IPL 2024: Shashank, Ashutosh help Punjab Kings pull off a heist
										

										
											Shashank smashed an unbeaten 61 off 29 deliveries, while Ashutosh slammed a 17-ball 31 as PBKS chased down the 200-run target with one ball to spare.
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										Kerala
										
											Tamil Nadu policeman, 6 Wayanad natives held for helping murder convict escape
										

										
											The convict was allegedly allowed to escape en route to Sulthan Bathery for trial in a gang rape case.
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											Aadujeevitham Review | Prithviraj stars in an intense tale of survival
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											Anchakkallakokkan review | Chemban Vinod, Lukman Avaran star in an experimental police drama
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						Catch all the action from the Sporting World.
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												LS POLLS
											

										

										Kerala
										
											LS Polls: 290 candidates to contest in Kerala as filing of nomination concludes
										

										
											Polling will be held in all of Kerala's 20 parliamentary constituencies on April 26 in the second phase of the nationwide polls. 
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										Sports
										
											ISL: Chennaiyin break into top-six with comeback win
										

										
											Jamshedpur FC have crashed out of the playoffs race this season.
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										News
										
											CPM releases LS poll manifesto, promises to scrap 'draconian' UAPA, PMLA
										

										
											The CPM appealed to voters to defeat the BJP, strengthen the Left, and ensure the formation of an alternative secular government at the Centre.
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										Podcast
										
											Daily News Dose: Searing heat in Kerala, yellow alert in 12 districts | Apr 4, 2024
										

										
											Hello, this is your daily dose of news from Onmanorama. Tune in to get updated about the major news stories of the day.
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										Kerala
										
											Farmers, politicians sweat it out in hot, dry Wayanad ahead of Lok Sabha polls
										

										
											The district has become hotter by almost a degree Celsius since 2021.
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												LS POLLS
											

										

										Kerala
										
											Reel C/O Insta - Kerala candidates' hot pick for this election
										

										
											Now, the song with the lines ‘Isaac Vijayikum’ has been trending on the troll pages on Facebook and Instagram.
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										Sports
										
											Saudi Arabian capital Riyadh to host WTA Finals from 2024-26
										

										
											The WTA said its agreement with the Saudi Tennis Federation will offer record prize money of $15.25 million this year with further increases in 2025 and 2026.
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										Kerala
										
											Riyas Moulavi murder: Govt moves HC with appeal against acquittal of all accused
										

										
											Mohammed Riyas Maulavi, a 34-year-old muezzin  was found murdered in his room in the mosque on March 20, 2017.
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										Kerala
										
											Monthly pay-off scam: Kuzhalnadan does a volte-face, seeks court-monitored inquiry
										

										
											Earlier, he approached the vigilance court here seeking a probe under the Vigilance and Anti-Corruption Bureau.
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					Unleash the wanderlust in you!
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										Entertainment
										
											Actor Meera Jasmine’s father Joseph Philip passes away
										

										
											Meera's family moved to Ernakulam a few years ago.
										

										
									

								

							
	
								
									  
										
											
												 
													 
														 
														 
														 
														
													
												 
											
											
												 [image: ‘Exit’ movie: Vishak Nair plays career-defining role in this bold, survival thriller | Review]
											
											
											
											
												
										
									

									
										
										Entertainment
										
											‘Exit’ movie: Vishak Nair plays career-defining role in this bold, survival thriller | Review
										

										
											The film explores cannibalism, a theme that has been part of Hollywood horror films for decades.
										

										
									

								

							
	
								
									  
										
											
												 
													 
														 
														 
														 
														
													
												 
											
											
												 [image: 'Congress resorting to divisive politics: Aligning with SDPI to secure votes' - K Surendran]
											
											
											
											
												
										
									

									
										
										Videos
										
											'Congress resorting to divisive politics: Aligning with SDPI to secure votes' - K Surendran
										

										
											"As Rahul Gandhi has failed to fulfil his duties and secure the people's confidence, the Congress is resorting to divisive politics by aligning with groups like SDPI and PFI to secure votes," BJP candidate K Surendran 
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						Stay Updated with Onmanorama Life and Style hacks.
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										Entertainment
										
											Ajith performs daring stunt without body double for 'Vidaa Muyarchi', meets with accident
										

										
											His co-actor and Bigg Boss Tamil star Aarav Kizar is seated next to him bound on the passenger’s seat.
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										Sports
										
											French president Macron has no doubt Russia will try to target Paris Olympics 
										

										
											The Games will take places amid a complex global backdrop, with Russia's war in Ukraine and Israel's conflict with Hamas in Gaza complicating efforts to safeguard the Olympics.
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										Kerala
										
											Jayaprakash visits his late son Sidharthan's hostel room for the first time
										

										
											Jayaprakash visited the hostel of Kerala Veterinary and Animal Sciences University while after a meeting with Congress leader Rahul Gandhi.
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										LifeStyle
										
											Kerala Social Security Mission launches state-wide project to make Kerala dementia friendly
										

										
											In the brochure ‘Ormathoni – Symptoms and Care’ that was published as part of this, proper instructions are given about how to identify the symptoms of dementia and also about how to care for such patients.
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										Sports
										
											Ex-South Africa junior international Fleurs shot dead
										

										
											The 24-year-old was shot in the chest at a petrol station on Wednesday night and the assailants drove off in his vehicle.
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										News
										
											Setback for NDA in Bihar as 22 leaders quit LJP over denial of LS tickets
										

										
											They accused Chirag Paswan of selling tickets for money and claimed they would support the INDIA bloc.
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										Sports
										
											Centre Court Capital launches Rs 350 crore sports, gaming tech fund
										

										
											It has raised Rs 200 crore so far from athletes and companies including SG Sports, the sports and entertainment arm of steel tubes and pipe-maker APL Apollo, and will back founders bringing innovative tech into sports and the gaming ecosystem.
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										Sports
										
											Stimac to continue as Indian football team head coach
										

										
											The coach was told by the AIFF committee focus on the games ahead and plan his preparation accordingly.
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										Food
										
											Turn leftover idli batter into crispy pakkavada 
										

										
											With just two cups of idli batter and a few pantry staples, you can whip up this crunchy snack in no time.
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										Kerala
										
											Suspect held for murder of Assam woman at Nedumudy homestay
										

										
											Assam resident Saha Ali was taken into custody from Kottayam late on Wednesday.
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										News
										
											Explained | What is the Schengen Area?
										

										
											Bulgaria and Romania partially join the Schengen Area
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										Entertainment
										
											Did you know Michael Douglas is related to Scarlett Johansson? Know details here
										

										
											The presenter added that the branches of DNA ‘appear on Scarlett's maternal lines, which stretch back to Jewish communities in Eastern Europe’.
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										News
										
											Explained | NATO’s 75th anniversary
										

										
											NATO is a military alliance established by the North Atlantic Treaty signed on April 4, 1949
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										Food
										
											5 drinks to help trim belly fat, lose weight
										

										
											Five drinks that, when combined with a healthy diet and regular exercise, may help you achieve your goal of losing belly fat:
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												LS POLLS
											

										

										Kerala
										
											Congress rejects SDPI's support for UDF in Lok Sabha polls
										

										
											Opposition leader VD Satheesan said: 'Communalism is the same, be it by the majority or minority. We do not want the backing of such groups.'
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										Kerala
										
											Soaring temperature: IMD issues yellow alert in 12 districts
										

										
											The met department also warned of hot and discomfort weather over these districts, except in hilly areas, due to high temperature and humidity till April 8.
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										Kerala
										
											IUML keen on denting CPM's projected image as 'saviour of minorities'
										

										
											The recent verdict in the Riyas Moulavi murder case in which all three accused were acquitted has given a shot in the arm to the IUML.
										

										
									

								

							
	
								
									  
										
											
											
												 [image: Rahul Gandhi has Rs 11 cr worth immovable assets, value of movable assets rises by 59% in five years]
											
											
											
											
												
										
									

									
										
										News
										
											Rahul Gandhi has Rs 11 cr worth immovable assets, value of movable assets rises by 59% in five years
										

										
											He has shares worth Rs 4.3 cr in 25 companies and the net asset value of seven mutual funds stood at Rs 3.81 cr as on March 15, 2024.
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										Entertainment
										
											The Academy honours Deepika Padukone, Shreya Ghoshal, shares video of super hit song ‘Deewani Mastani’
										

										
											Deepika Padukone's 'Bajirao Mastani' co-star and husband Ranveer commented under the post.
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										Kerala
										
											Congress tactfully avoids repeat of 'Pakistan flag' row at Rahul Gandhi's Wayanad roadshow
										

										
											Flags of all UDF constituents, especially the IUML that resembles the national flag of Pakistan, were absent during the roadshow in Kalpetta. 
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										Kerala
										
											Search for extraterrestrials, life after death: Arunachal case reveals bizarre details
										

										
											The couple had downloaded two books running 500 and 1,000 pages dealing with life on planets where humans were supposed to reach after their death on Earth.
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										Travel
										
											Japan launches e – visa: Here’s how Indians can apply
										

										
											The e–visa could be applied online via the official website. Make sure to upload the required documents at the time of application. 
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										Entertainment
										
											‘Aadujeevitham’ receives lukewarm response in North India, Telugu states: Reports
										

										
											Tamil audience are unhappy with the film's poor performance in Telugu states.
										

										
									

								

							
	
								
									  
										
											
											
												 [image: Death of Malayalis in Arunachal hotel: Delusional disorders could be a reason, says Kerala's premier mental expert]
											
											
											
											
												
										
									

									
										
										LifeStyle
										
											Death of Malayalis in Arunachal hotel: Delusional disorders could be a reason, says Kerala's premier mental expert
										

										
											When someone goes to the extent of performing the kind of rituals the youngsters conducted, there are reasons to suspect that their condition passed from a level of belief to a mental illness, says the doctor. 
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										Career & Campus
										
											CUET-UG from May 15: Smart tips to prepare for the exams 
										

										
											With several modifications implemented for the upcoming session, here are some valuable tips to prepare effectively.
										

										
									

								

							
	
								
									  
										
											
											
												 [image: 'SDPI's support for Congress to rattle Christian voters, Congress into divisive politics' – K Surendran]
											
											
											
											
												
										
									

									
										
											
												
													

													

													

													

													

												

												LS POLLS
											

										

										Kerala
										
											'SDPI's support for Congress to rattle Christian voters, Congress into divisive politics' – K Surendran
										

										
											" While Rahul Gandhi holds a visiting visa, I consider myself a permanent resident," said Surendran
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										Travel
										
											Week – long Eid holidays in UAE; airline companies charge huge amount for tickets to Kerala
										

										
											Until a week ago, a one-way air ticket from Dubai to Kochi could be purchased for AED 400 (Rs 9096). But, now it has gone up to AED 1200 (Rs 27,289). 
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												LS POLLS
											

										

										Kerala
										
											Cong hides own flags fearing BJP, says Pinarayi after Rahul's Wayanad rally
										

										
											Kerala CM also questions UDF's decision not to allow IUML flags during the procession.
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										News
										
											Cong expelled me after party received my resignation letter: Former MP Sanjay Nirupam
										

										
											Nirupam, who was eyeing the Mumbai North West Lok Sabha constituency, was miffed with the party for allowing the Shiv Sena (UBT) to take the seat for the upcoming parliamentary polls.
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										Kerala
										
											Man begging on Jan Shatabdi attacks TTE who demanded to see ticket
										

										
											The accused scratched TTE Jaison on the face and jumped from the train.
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										Travel
										
											Nathula Pass: Abode of whispering mountains and whistling winds
										

										
											The ideal season to visit the region is spring (March-May).
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										Sports
										
											Mumbai court directs police to probe molestation charge against Prithvi Shaw
										

										
											Social media influencer Sapna Gill had alleged that Shaw had molested her at a pub in suburban Andheri in 2023.
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										Kerala
										
											Man hacks 40-year-old in bizarre street encounter in Ernakulam
										

										
											According to police, the accused often comes to the station with complaints that someone is trying to kill him using biological weapons, indicating he might be suffering from paranoia.
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												LS POLLS
											

										

										News
										
											Cong contesting LS polls with 'support of terrorists': BJP after SDPI backs party in Kerala
										

										
											BJP national spokesperson Prem Shukla alleged that Rahul Gandhi who speaks of 'opening mohabbat ki dukan is repeatedly sending mohabbat ke paigam to terrorism and separatism'.
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										Sports
										
											Premier League: Arsenal back on top; Man City outplay Villa
										

										
											Mikel Arteta's side moved into first place with 68 points from 30 games although Liverpool, who have 67, can move back to the summit with a home game against Sheffield United.
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										News
										
											Hamas sticking to ceasefire conditions including Israeli military withdrawal from Gaza
										

										
											Israel had said it was interested only in a temporary truce to free hostages. Hamas has said it will let them go only as part of a deal to permanently end the war.
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										News
										
											Taiwan earthquake: Over 1,000 injured, 48 still missing
										

										
											The temblor, the strongest in 25 years, hit on Wednesday morning just as people were readying to go to work and school, focused on the largely rural and sparsely populated eastern county of Hualien.
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										LifeStyle
										
											Trying to lose weight? Try this cinnamon – chia drink in the morning
										

										
											Drinking cinnamon-infused water regularly would also lower cholesterol levels and keep your heart healthy.
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										Sports
										
											IPL 2024: KKR go top of the table with thumping win
										

										
											Set an imposing 273-run target, DC were bundled out for 166 in 17.2 overs.
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										Sports
										
											ISL: Nine-man Kerala Blasters go down to East Bengal in final home match 
										

										
											Saul Crespo and Naorem Mahesh Singh scored a brace each for East Bengal who kept their play-off hopes alive.
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												LS POLLS
											

										

										Kerala
										
											Rajmohan Unnithan stands alone in queue for filing nomination but LDF candidate gets first token
										

										
											The Congress MP filed a complaint against Collector Inbasekar with the Chief Electoral Officer of Kerala.
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										Kerala
										
											Teenager loses both hands as country-made bomb explodes in TVM, three others also injured
										

										
											The Mannanthala Police suspect the youths were making the bomb to attack the cops.
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										Kerala
										
											Assam woman found dead in Alappuzha homestay, murder suspected
										

										
											The injuries point towards strangulation using a shawl, said police.
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										Podcast
										
											Daily News Dose: Rahul Gandhi files nomination from Wayanad | Apr 3, 2024
										

										
											Hello, this is your daily dose of news from Onmanorama. Tune in to get updated about the major news stories of the day.
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												LS POLLS
											

										

										Kerala
										
											'Ariff piggybacks on centre schemes in election booklet,' allege BJP and Congress
										

										
											The lone LDF MP in Kerala has taken credit allocation for a Rs 2,660cr railway track-doubling work among other projects implemented in Alappuzha. 
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												LS POLLS
											

										

										Kerala
										
											Rahul Gandhi never raised Wayanad's name in Parliament: Annie Raja
										

										
											Annie Raja told Onmanorama that people want an MP who doesn't need a translator.
										

										
									

								

							
	
								
									  
										
											
												 
													 
														 
														 
														 
														
													
												 
											
											
												 [image: 'Rahul Gandhi never mentioned Wayanad in LS, people want an MP who doesn't need a translator': Annie Raja]
											
											
											
											
												
										
									

									
										
										Videos
										
											'Rahul Gandhi never mentioned Wayanad in LS, people want an MP who doesn't need a translator': Annie Raja
										

										
											CPI national executive member and LDF candidate in Wayanad Annie Raja has slammed sitting MP Rahul Gandhi for ignoring the constituency for the past five years.
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										LifeStyle
										
											Lo and behold! The charm of century-old mansion after its modern makeover
										

										
											The regal opulence of exquisite pieces of furniture, crafted in timber, elevates the ambience of the interiors.
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										Sports
										
											Spanish police detain ex-soccer federation chief Rubiales amid corruption probe
										

										
											Rubiales was returning to Spain amid a judicial probe into the business deal to hold the Spanish Super Cup in Saudi Arabia.
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										LifeStyle
										
											Book marketing through social media: Devise a content strategy for maximum result
										

										
											Now that digital screens are said to have extensively invaded people's time, the same is being tapped for bringing readers back to books.
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										Career & Campus
										
											Data science for beginners: Join now for Tableau and Python course with Manorama Horizon
										

										
											Whether you're a novice or have some familiarity with data science, this course is tailored to suit your needs.
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										Entertainment
										
											Priyanka Chopra attends brother Siddharth’s roka ceremony with Nick and Maltie
										

										
											Siddharth was previously engaged to Ishita Kumar in 2019, but the couple called the wedding off.
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												LS Polls
											

										

										News
										
											Boxer Vijender Singh leaves Congress, joins BJP
										

										
											He is India's first Olympic medallist in boxing and joined Congress in 2019.
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										News
										
											9 dead, over 800 injured after strongest quake in 25 years jolts Taiwan
										

										
											Government authorities said 50 people were missing.
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										LifeStyle
										
											Does musical activities boost brain health in elderly?
										

										
											The study report adds that playing brass and woodwind instruments such as the flute, saxophone, and trumpet is also useful in maintaining brain health. 
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												LS Polls
											

										

										News
										
											Rahul Gandhi ran away from Amethi; Wayanad going to be tough: Ravi Shankar Prasad
										

										
											While the BJP has announced that Irani will be seeking re-election from Amethi, the Congress is yet to declare its candidate for the seat.
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										Kerala
										
											Tiger trapped in well tranquillized, caged in Wayanad
										

										
											The animal has been shifted to a tiger care centre in Kuppadi.
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										Sports
										
											'Prime Sports', a testament to MS Dhoni's camaraderie with a childhood friend
										

										
											Recently, the maverick wicketkeeper-batter had sent his millions of fans into a frenzy when he began training for the 2024 edition of the Indian Premier League sporting a new sticker on his bat. 
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												LS POLLS
											

										

										Kerala
										
											Rahul Gandhi files nomination after leading roadshow in Kalpetta
										

										
											Thousands of UDF workers from Wayanad are expected to participate in the roadshow.
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												LS POLLS
											

										

										Kerala
										
											Embers of discontent may convert to votes in Lakshadweep
										

										
											The upcoming election to Parliament is of utmost importance to the islanders. 
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												LS Polls
											

										

										News
										
											Kharge launches Congress' 'Ghar Ghar Guarantee' initiative ahead of LS polls
										

										
											The Congress' poll pitch is centred around 'Yuva Nyay', 'Naari Nyay', 'Kisaan Nyay', 'Shramik Nyay' and 'Hissedari Nyay'.
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										Entertainment
										
											Geethu Mohandas, Yash film 'Toxic' to begin shoot in Karnataka
										

										
											The makers have already erected massive sets for the film.
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										News
										
											Sara George Muthoot makes history as first Kerala woman included in Forbes World's Billionaires list
										

										
											Elon Musk of SpaceX is ranked second with a net worth of $19,500 crore.
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										LifeStyle
										
											Try these simple tips to soothe mosquito bites easily
										

										
											The body’s immediate reaction to a mosquito bite would be bumps and itching.
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										News
										
											Three ex-convicts in Rajiv Gandhi assassination return to Sri Lanka
										

										
											V Murugan alias Sriharan, S Jeyakumar and B Robert Payas left by a Sri Lankan carrier for Colombo.
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												LS POLLS
											

										

										Kerala
										
											In 2014 & 2019, BJP spent over Rs 40 cr in Kerala, but won zero seats
										

										
											CPM and Congress raise expenditure by 13-15 times in 2014 and 2019 LS polls in Kerala
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										LifeStyle
										
											Climate change: Catkins flowering at different times threatening their pollination
										

										
											The global climate has been changing since the industrial era. Summers are getting warmer, rainfall patterns are fluctuating and extreme weather events will continue to get more frequent. 
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										Kerala
										
											Man, daughter die as truck rams two-wheeler in Perumbavoor
										

										
											They were on their way to Angamaly railway station when the truck rear-ended the bike.
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										Kerala
										
											ICU rape case: Despite HC order, Kozhikode MCH refuses to reinstate nursing officer
										

										
											The nursing house officer who stood by the survivor denied reinstatement at the Kozhikode Medical College.
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										Travel
										
											UAE visa cancellation: Govt introduces five digital guidelines
										

										
											AED 50 would be charged as a fine for each day that a person stays in the country with an expired visa. 
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										Food
										
											Slim down with every cup: Check out this easy-to-make weight loss coffee
										

										
											Here's a simple recipe for a "weight-loss coffee" that includes additional ingredients known for their potential benefits in supporting weight loss.
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										Travel
										
											KSRTC to introduce super–fast premium AC buses in long-distance routes
										

										
											Those who book these bus tickets by paying an additional Rs 10 could board the bus at the stop of their choice. 
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										Food
										
											Avoid these pairings: Surprising food combinations that just don't mix
										

										
											While food preferences are subjective and vary from person to person, some combinations may not be ideal due to potential digestive discomfort or conflicting flavours. 
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										Entertainment
										
											TTE pushed to death by drunk passenger was passionate about acting, played small roles in films
										

										
											Producer Sandra Thomas who bankrolled 'Nalla Nilavulla Rathri' was devastated on learning about Vinod's death.
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										LifeStyle
										
											Is it alright to eat spinach and kale raw? Here's what you should know
										

										
											Both spinach and kale are available in different colours. 
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										Sports
										
											Vijay Yesudas wears a new hat, hurls a volley of queries at Rohan Bopanna
										

										
											The two had an interaction during the Manorama Sports Awards 2023 ceremony in Kochi on Tuesday.
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										Videos
										
											Election Yarn Ep 4 | Weight of poetic injustice
										

										
											Onmanorama's 'Election Yarn' series unravel the threads of history and delve into captivating tales. This episode recounts the contest between poet ONV Kurup and A Charles MP in Thiruvananthapuram during the LS polls 1989.
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										Kerala
										
											Belief in afterlife led to death of Malayali couple, female friend in Arunachal Pradesh
										

										
											Police suspect group focusing on life after death exists in Kerala.
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										Travel
										
											Kochi gets ‘Indra’, India’s longest solar powered cruise boat
										

										
											The boat operates two services daily at 11 am and 4 pm.
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										News
										
											30 crore beneficiary cards generated through the Ayushman Bharat Health Insurance (PMJAY) Scheme
										

										
											The scheme offers cashless and paperless access to medical treatment and procedures to people at all levels, regardless of their financial difficulties. 
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